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ABSTRACT 
An overall chemical kinetics for the decomposition of 
hydrazine has been found for temperatures near 800°K and 
1000°K which can be used in the gas-dynamic equations of the 
engine when the mechanical or residence time of the engine 
is large compared with the radicals relaxation time. This 
overall kinetics is used for an steady state analysis using 
the approximation of perfectly stirred reactor, for times both 
shorter and larger than the time for wall temperature to 
reach a steady condition; the validity of these approximations 
is studied. An alternative plug flow model in which heat is 
conducted upstream by solid bars is analyzed. In the last 
chapter a review is made of the results and criteria useful 
for the experimentalist interested only in the application 
of the conclusions of this report. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Low thrust, monopropellant engines based on the catal-
ytic decomposition of hydrazine have been operational on 
board spacecrafts for some time, for station keeping, atti-
tude and spin rate control, etc. In spite of problems such 
as aging and poisoning these engines have been found to op-
erate satisfactorily above a certain thrust level. On the 
other hand, for thrust below 0.1 lbf say, it is difficult to 
achieve reliable catalytic engines. For that thrust range, 
propulsion systems based on thermal decomposition (aided by 
electrical heating) of hydrazine have been lately proposed 
1-10 
A basic aspect of such systems is a homogeneous, gas 
phase, complex kinetics. In an engine this chemical kinetics 
is coupled to fluid dynamic processes, and as a consequence, 
basic analyses of thruster performance become difficult. For-
tunately, a single, overall reaction (stoichiometry and reac-
tion rate) can substitute for the entire kinetic mechanism 
under some conditions: If all intermediate radicals produced 
in the decomposition reach equilibrium with hydrazine in times 
much shorter than the overall chemical time for trans formaticn 
of hydrazine into products, radical concentrations become fix-
ed functions of hydrazine concentration, temperature and pres-
sure, in the slower evolution of these variables. If, then, 
the characteristic residence or mechanical time for the engine 
is large compared with the radicals relaxation time (in par-
ticular, if mechanical and overall chemical times are compar-
able) an overall kinetics may be used in the gas dynamics e-
quations for the engine. This problem is treated in Chap. I. 
A step previous to the gas phase chemical kinetics is 
the vaporization of hydrazine, since this is injected into (he 
combustion chamber as liquid. To opeed up that process, I he 
5-7 
use of heated screens or grids appears convenient . As tlu 
2. -
hydrazine jet impinges upon the heated surface of the screen 
a spray of hot, small droplets is produced, leading to back-
flow and near-homogeneity in the chamber; consequently the re-
actor may be assumed to approximately operate as a perfectly 
11-13 
stirred reactor . A steady-state analysis of the engine, 
based in this approximation, is developed in Chap. II for 
times both shorter and larger than the time for wall tempera-
ture to reach a steady condition (pulsed and steady regimes). 
The conditions for which the analysis of Chap. II is 
valid are discussed in chapter III. In particular we study the 
vaporization process (droplet vaporization time and vapori-
zation rate) and the transients appearing after the start of 
the engine: chamber filling, and gas heating and ignition. 
Chapter IV deals with a plug flow model of the icactor, 
1 3 (an analysis both alternative, and complementary to the 
study developed in Chap. II). We shall assume that heat is 
conducted along solid bars, from a region downstream wnere 
combustion occurs, toward the chamber entrance; the gas is as-
sumed to reach the bars at the temperature of a grid where IT 
is vaporized. 
In Chap. V we review all the results obtained in previ-
ous chapters; we also give the criteria useful to the experi-
mentalist which follow from those results. Thus, the reader 
only interested in the practical application of the conclu-
sions attained in this report, may entirely ship Chaps. I-IV. 
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CHAPTER I 
CHEMICAL KINETICS OF THERMAL HYDRAZINE DECOMPOSITION 
The thermal decomposition of hydrazine has been studied 
1-10 
extensively in the past 
For temperatures above 1000°K an overall kinetics has 
6 — ft been found to exist . If pressure is above 3 atm., say* 
the initiation reaction for the decomposition is unimolecular, 
the overall reaction rate being of first order; for such con-
ditions, and for low hydrazine molar fractions, the overall 
. , . 8 
rate constant and stoichiometry are 
sec 
1 ^  Q 
= 2*10 exp{ (55-2)Kcal/mole /RT} 
N 2H 4 -> NH3 + \ N 2 + \ H2 
For temperatures below 1000°K a kinetic mechanism for 
9 
the decomposition was proposed by Eberstein and Glassman , 
who also determined an overall reaction rate in the limit of 
a low hydrazine molar fraction. To study ignition conditions, 
however, we need consider both low temperatures and hydrazine 
molar fractions of order of unity. Moreover, for sufficiently 
low temperatures the existence of an overall kinetics (that 
is, that radicals relaxation times be much shorter that the 
overall time for transformation of hydrazine into products, 
as discussed in the Introduction) may be in question. 
In this chapter we use the Eberstein-Glassman mechanism 
under the above mentioned conditions to provide values for 
the relaxation times. The analysis shows that an overall ki~ 
7.-
netics does indeed exist; we arrive then at analytical ex-
pressions for reaction rate and stoichiometry. In a recent 
10 paper Urrutia used that mechanism to obtain overall results 
for the decomposition of highly diluted hydrazine at tempera-
tures near 1000°K. 
In the next section we discuss the formulation of the 
problem. In Sees. 2 and 3 we consider temperatures near 
1000°K and 800°K respectively. A discussion of the results ob-
tained is given in Sec. 4. Mathematical details of the anal-
ysis are presented in the Appendix. 
I. Formulation of the Problem 
The kinetic mechanism proposed by Eberstein and Glass-
man for hydrazine decomposition involves species N H , NH , 
NH, N H , H, NH , N , H (numbered J to 8) and ten elementary 
reactions: 
Initiation 
1) N,H -t M -> 2NH2 + M kl = ? 
Propagat ion 
2) N 2H 4 + NH, N 2H 3 t NH3 
3) N 0H 0 + M -> N ' + H 0 + H + M 
k) N2H + H -»• NH2 + NH3 
= 1012exp(-7000/RT) 
= 1013exp(-20000/RT) 
= 1013exp(-7000/RT) 
Chain branching 
5 ) N 0 H + M -> NH + NH + M 
6 ) N2H J ( + NH -*- NH2 + N ^ 
k c = 1 0 1 2 * 9 e x p ( - i 8 0 0 0 / R T ) 5 
k = 10" " e x p ( - - 1 0 0 0 0 / R T ) 
T e r m i n a t i o n 
7 ) NH0 + N„H_ •*- NH„ + N 0 t H_ 2 / 3 o 2 I 
) ?N H 2NH + N 
k ? = 1 0 ' 
k „ - JO" 1 2 
9) N 2H 3 + H -»• N 2 + 2H2 kg = 1 0 1 5 
10) 2NH2 - N 2H U k 1 0 = ID 1 2' 5 
where all k's are measured in cc/mole-sec. 
Eberstein and Glassman took, from Gilbert, the value 
19 - -6-° 
k = 10 e RT cc/mole-sec. Actually the initiation reac-
tion appears to be of the Lindeman-Hinshelwood, quasi unimo-
lecular type, so that at sufficiently high and low pressures 
the reaction is unimolecular and bimolecular respectively; 
the dividing pressure changes slightly with temperature and 
is about 3 atm. For this study we shall use the high pres-
sure limit since reacting chamber' pressures of the order of 
25 atm. contemplated; the initiation rate constant is then 
i 
55 
, 1 3 . 9 RT -1 k„ / = 1 0 e sec. 
l(oo 
For pressures below 3 atm. experimental results fit well into 
the RRKM theory assuming that seven effective oscillators 
contribute energy to the activation of the hydrazine mole-
cule; the initiation rate constant is then 
k„,„ = 1 0 e cc/mole-sec. 
1(0 
If w . is the rate of production (moles per unit time 
and unit volume) of the i species due to the a reaction, 
which follows from the above mechanism, the continuity equa-
tion for the i species in a general situation reads 
DY . M . 
i + I (V.pY.v,. ) = — Ew. (2) 
Dt p v ^ i di p a ia 
— th 
where Y., v,. and K. are the i mass fraction, diffusion 
l di l 
velocity and molar mass respectively. The left-hand side of 
9 . -
Eq.(2) is of the order of Y. /tin , Y. being a characteristic 
1C 1C 
value for Y. and t a characteristic mechanical or residence 1 m 
time. The right-hand side contains negative terms arising 
. th from the consumption of the 1 species in reactions where 
it enters as a reactant; such terms are of the order of 
Y./t .(n=l or 2) where t . is a chemical time which depends 1 ci ci 
on the concentrations of other species. The right side con-
tains also positive terms due to the reactions where the i 
species enters as a product; they are of the order of 1/t'. 
where t' . is another chemical time. For a very active sDecies 
c 1 
t . is so small that the species is consumed as soon as it is 
ci r 
produced -so to speak-, that is, 
Iw. - 0 , (3) 
a 
Y.. being very small. Equations (3) then provide expressions 
for Y., for all active species, as functions of reactants and 
main products. This eliminates the active species of the main 
evolution of the reaction and leads to simplified kinetics. 
In the present problem we expect species 2 to 5 to be very ac-
tive in the above sense, so that an overall reaction would re-
sult : 
N H^ -> ciNHg + 3N2 + yH2 , 
a = 2(1-3) , Y = 3g - n 
To find out whether radicals NH o 5 NH, N0H„ and H are 
indeed very active, and to determine the values of the various 
chemical times, it is then simplest to consider a constant vol 
ume and temperature, spatially uniform, hydrazine decomposi-
tion process. Such analysis would provide also overall results 
for stoichiometry (3) and reaction rate. Equations (2) then 
become 
10, 
dc. 
— i = Ew. dt 10 
a 
(5) 
where c. = pY./M. is the i molar concentration, Especif 
cally we have 
dc. 
IF k l ~ Cl - k2 Cl C2 " V l ° 5 " k6 Cl C3 + k10 C2 
dc, 
dT 2 kl~ Cl " k2 Cl C2 + VlC5 + k5C% + k6 Cl C3 
- k 7c 2c^ - 2k 1 0c 2 
dc. 
dt" V C 4 " Vl C3 
k„c„c. 
d G4 
dt~ = k2 Ci C2 - k3CCi4 " k 5 C C 4 + k6 Cl C3 '^2~4 
2 k8 C4 " k9 CU C5 
( 5 
dc, 
IF k 3 C % " V l C 5 " k 9 C H°5 
d c 6 2 
d t - = k 2 C l C 2 + VlC5 + k 7 C 2 % + 2 k 8 C H 
d t 1 = k 3 C C 4 + k 7 ° 2 C 4 + k8Cl + k 9 S C 5 
dc8 
dt~ ~~ k 3 C C 4 + k 7 C 2 % * 2 k 9 % ° 5 
Equations (5') ar? to be solved under initial condition: 
11.-
dc8 
It" = V% + k7 C2% + 2k9%°5 • 
Equations (5') are to be solved under initial condition: 
c (t=0) 
-±— = 0 ( 1 ) 
(6) 
cj.(t = 0) = 0 , i + 1. 
It may be now notice that, due to the fact that NH , 
N2 and U^ enter only as products in the Eberstein-Glassman 
mechanism, the first five equations in (5') are decoupled from 
the last three. A further essential simplification arises 
from the differences, of several orders of magnitude, exist-
ing between many rate constants. This allows the use of a 
perturbation method, essentially a multiple time-scale analy-
sis, by making Eqs (5') nondimensional and ordering the terms 
in their right-hand sides in powers of a small number e, 
-2 
equal to 10 say. The five ordinary differential equations 
for c., c ... c may then be solved asymptotically by lett-
ing e formally go to zero (although at the end of the analysis 
it mi 
only. 
2 
it must be set equal to 10 ) and retaining dominant terms 
However, since the rate constants appear multiplying 
some species concentrations, and these may change substantial-
ly as time evolves, it is clear that the relative importance 
of each term in those equations, changes with time. Thus there 
will exist several successive stages, different (hopefully 
few) terms being dominant at each stage. One then proceeds 
integrating in time the first five Eqs (5'), starting from 
conditions (6), and at each new stage the results from the 
previous stage allow to determine the new dominant terms. Tt 
should be noticed that the rote constants of some elementary 
reactions increase steeply from 750°K to 1000°K and therefore 
the selection of dominant terms, and thus the number and char-
12. -
acter of the time stages, will be clarly dependent on temper-
ature . 
In the next two sections we give the results of such 
(singular) asymptotic analysis for temperatures around 1000°K 
and 800°K. Specifically, we give the characteristic (chemical) 
times and behaviour cf the different stages found, and expli-
cit formulae for ft and dc /dt as functions of c , T and P 
(pressure). Details of the derivation are given in the Appen-
dix . 
II. Temperature near 1000°K 
For T = 1000°K and c./c = 0(1) in t = 0 five stages are 
found in the decomposition. The first four stages correspond 
to chemical relaxation of species NH , NH, N„H,. and H. Trans-
Z. Z. o 
formation of hydrazine into NH , N_ and H takes place in a 
fifth, much slower stage. Thus, at T = 1000°K, the Eberstein-
Glassman mechanism leads to the existence of an overall kinet-
ics . 
There is first a stage with a characteristic time of the 
o-7 
order of (1" /P) sec -where P is measured in atmospheres-, in 
which NH relaxes to equilibrium through reactions 5 and 6, 
reaching a quasi-steady state. Next, there occurs relaxation 
of H through reactions 3 and 4, in a time of the order of 
- 6 - 5 
(10 /P) sec. Then, in a time of the order of (10 /P) sec, 
NH relaxes through reactions 1 and 2. Finally, for times of 
-4 
the order of (10 /P) sec, N„H comes to equilibrium in reac-
tions 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9; simultaneously, reaction <4 becomes 
negligible and reactions 5 and 6 come into play in the quasi-
steady state of NH». 
Hydrazine decomposes in a much larger time, of the order 
of (10 /P) sec, through reactions J, 2 and 6, we thus have 
1 3 . 
d c , 
d t~ w. k . c , - k ^ c . c ^ - k _ c . c ^ 1 ° ° 1 2 1 2 6 1 3 C7) 
At this stage, from the preceding results, we also have 
° °
 W2 " 2 kl- cl " k2°l C2 + k 5 C % + k6 Cl C3 
0 B W3 " k 5 C % " k6 Cl C3 (8) 
0 B
 % B k 2 C l C 2 - k 3 C % - k5 C Ci| + k6 Cl C3 - 2 k8 C4 " k9 c4 c5 
0
 *
 W5 " k 3 C C 4 " k9°4 C5' 
Using (8) in (7) we then find an explicit expression for t 
overall rate of decomposition of hydrazine w , as function 
T and c, or alternatively c , T and P(c = P/RT), 
dc1 _ 
dt~ " Wl 3k„ c„ 1 + 
1/2 
It (l+2<j>) 
•(1- k3/k5) 
3
 kf (k5"k3) C' \ 
1/2 
l + Cl + 2*) +(l-k3/k5)(j) 
„ 14 , 36000, 2 1 
-10 exp{ ^ }c ~ 
1 / 2 
l + ( l + 2<f>) + 0.54(f) ( 9 ) 
w h e r e 
2 k , k. 
l ° o ) 
W^ 
' 1 o n T 1 9 0 0 0 , 
— = 8 . 7 c x p { ^ > ( 1 0 ) 
14.-
We also find 
C2 -4 C3 
JL= 0(10 4 ) , JL 
o(io-6)s Jt 
c 
o(io~3), ~ = 0(10~6). (11) 
In an engine we would then use w„ in 
1 
D Y1 1 Ml -
+ — 7.(o Y V )= —— w 
Dt p vp 1 d r p 1 
According to (4) the overall rates of production of NH , N 
o z. 
and H would be 
w6 = -2(l-p)w± wy SW„ W, 1 ? (33-Dw, (12) 
The dominant reactions in the productions of these species 
are found to be 2 and 8; 3, 8 and 9; and 3 and 9, respectively. 
Hence, we finally arrive at 
1/2 
l + k3/k5 1 + (1 + 2<|.) t(k 5-k 3H/(k 5 + k 3) 
l + (l + 2<f>) + (l-k„/k cH 
o b 
- 0.49 
1/2 
1 + ( 1 + 2 (ji ) + 0 . 3 7 (fr 
1/2 
1 + (1 + 2<J)) +0.54<{. 
(13) 
Equation (13) leads to overall rates of production of NH„, 
N and H_, and overall heat of decomposition. 
The preceding results are valid as long as c /c = 0(1) 
Equations (8) show however that as c. /c ->• 0, both c? and c 
become singular1 as 1/c., and the analysis needs modification 
-1 
For c./c = 0(10 ), reaction 1 may be neglected, while reac-
tions 7 and 10 must be taken into account, the quasi-steady 
state of NH and N H being modified. We obtain 
1 5 . -
Wl * "3 k" ( W c 2 1 + 
k , ( 3 k , - k , ) / o 3 c 
k 2 ^ ^ k 2 k 8 
- 1 
__5-
C l 
1 u 
-10 e x p { 3 6 0 0 0 - , 2 
- R T ~ - } C l + 6 4 e x p { -
1 1 0 0 0 
RT 
c 
c . 
+ 1 0 e x p { -
2"> 
2 H 0 0 0 . c 
RT 2 
C l -
l + k 3 / k 5 l + 2 k 7 ( 3 k 5 - k 3 ) c / k 2 k 8 C l + k 3 / k 5 ) . c j L 
3 l + T ^ ( 3 k 5 - k 3 T c / k 2 k 8 c 1 
( 1 4 ) 
0 . 4 9 
l + 8 7 e x p ( - 1 1 0 0 0 / R T ) c / c , 
l + 6 4 e x p ( - 1 1 0 0 0 / R T ~ 7 c / c , (15) 
c c c c 
— = o(io"3) , — =o(io~5), — = o(io~3), — = o(io~6) (16) 
c c c c 
Both c and c pass through a large maximum in this range of 
values of c , and the characteristic time for the overall re-
_2 
action is now much shorter, (10 /P) sec. 
For c /c - 0(10 ), the overall kinetics changes again. 
Reactions 7 and 8 may now be neglected, while reaction 1 must 
again be taken into account. The overall reaction time is again 
(10" /P) sec. Me obtain 
C2 -4 C3 
~ = 0(10 4 ) , -1 
c c 
0(10"°), 0(10" 5), — = 0(19~ 6), (17) 
c 
B = 2/3 (18) 
1 6 . -
w. 
,1 
4 k 
1 } c 
10 
2 1 
1 2 ! + { ! + 
1 6 k l k 1 0 k 3 c 
k 2 2 C k 5 - k 3 ) 2 c i ' 
1 / 2 
. „ H r 
•10 e x p i ' 
1 2 0 0 0 2 1_ 
RT C l 2 1 + { 1 + 2 . 7 X 1 0 expC-
50000 
RT 
1/2 
) (19) 
It may be noticed that the limits of C9) and (14), for 
decreasing c./c and c/c. respectively, match each other smooth 
ly as they should. Similarly the limits of (14) and (19) , for 
decreasing c./c and c/c. respectively, match smoothly too. 
Similar statements may be made about (13) and (15), and (15) 
and (18). The results in (18) and (19) agree with those given 
-2 
by Urrutia in Ref. 10 for c/c = 0(10 ). 
Ill . Temperature near 800°K 
For T = 800°K and c/c s 0(1) in t = 0 we find four 
stages in the decomposition. First, NH and H reach a quasi--
steady state in a time of the order of (10 /P)sec, through 
reactions 5 and 6, and 3 and 4 respectively. Next, in a time 
_ 5 
of order of (10 /P)sec, NH comes to a quasi-steady state 
through reactions 1 and 2, That state is modified by reactions 
4, 5 and 6 in a third stage, whose characteristic time is 
_ 3 
(10 /P)sec. Simultaneously there is exponential growth of 
N0H. , leading to a quasi-steady state through reactions 2, 3, 
A 4 
5, 6, 8 and 9, while reaction 8 modifies the equilibrium of H. 
Transformation of hydrazine into products proceeds in a 
(10/P) sec time scale through reactions 2, 4 and 6; in this 
final stage reaction 1 may be neglected. The results for the 
overall reaction are 
c c 
o(io~6), — - odo"7), ™ = o(io"S, 0(10 ~ ' ) , (20) 
1 7 . -
"i * ~3 k7 ( V k 3 ) c 2 
k 3 ( 5 k 5 " 2 k 3 )
 H V ^ 3 k_9 1 . 
3 k 5 ( k 5 - k 3 ) + " k 8 k j f c " ' 
- 1 
. _ „ n 1 4 , 3 6 0 0 0 , 2 
• 1 . 2 x 1 0 e x p { J v F ~ ~ } c ^ n o T ^ . n ^ ^
2
 r 1 1 0 0 0 , c , 
1 + 0 . 8 1 1 + 5 . 1 x 1 0 e x p l - —^= } } RT c, 1 
3 -
l + k „ / k K 
3 5 1 + 
2 k 3 / 3 k 5 
1 + k9 (W c / ]Sk8C l 
- 1 ( 2 1 ) 
= 0 . 4 5 1 + 0 . 24 
1 + 5 . 1 x 1 0 e - x p O i l 0 0 0 / R T ) c / c 
(22) 
When c. -> 0< the overall kinetics changes because c„ 
-1 
and c become singular. For c/c = 0(10 ) reaction 7 must 
o JL 
be taken into account, while reaction 4 may be neg]ected. 
We arrive at 
c 9 - 5 c ? - B c u -U c s - 7 
— = 0 ( 1 0 ^ ) , — = 0 ( 1 0 b ) —i = 0 ( 1 0 H ) , - i = 0 ( 1 0 ' ) , ( 2 3 ) 
c c c c 
w, i f C k 5 - k 3 ) c 2 1 + 
k 7 C 3 k 5 - k 3 ) c . 
k 2 k g c 
• 1 . 2 x l 0 1 4 e x p { ' 36000, 2 
~ R T ~ } C 
,
 nr. r 11000, c l+66exp{- —gj > ~ (24) 
P -
l+k3/k5 l+2k7(Ck5-k3)c/k?k8(l+k3/k5)c1 
3 H k (Skp-k )c/k?kgc1 
l + 97exp(-lj 000/R1)c/o„ 
0.45 1+6 6exp('-ll 000 /RT) c/c (2 5) 
18. -
0.45 
l+97exp(-11000/RT)c/c, 
l + 66exp(-:ilOOO/RT)c/c, 
(25) 
As in the 1000°K case, both c and c_ pass through a 
large maximum in this range of values of c,, and the overall 
characteristic time decreases sharply, to a (1/P) sec value. 
-2 
For c../e = 0(10 ), reaction 8 may be neglected but 
reaction 10 must be taken into account. The overall reaction 
time is again (10/P)sec. We also find 
= 2/3 (26) 
w„ ? c W'2 V
3 W c^  
k2k8 °t 
+ 4 
k3 k5 k10 
k2 k8 
-1 
•1.8 x 1012exp{ 25000 
RT xc 
. .
 r f 1 3000-, c l+15exp{- - ^ r — } -~ (27) 
C2 -5 °3 
~ - odo J ) , / 
o(io"6), -- = O(JO" 5), 0(10 ), (28) 
Notice again the smooth matching of Eqs.(21), (24) and (27), 
and (22), (25) and (26). 
IV. Discussion 
Using an asymptotic analysis based on large differences 
among the rate constants of several elementary reactions, we 
have shown that the Fberstein-Glassmaii mechanism for the ther-
mal decomposition of hydrazine at fixed temperatures near C?0°K 
19.-
and near 1000°K leads to an overall kinetics: Relaxation of 
the active radicals appearing in the decomposition occurs in 
several stages involving times extremely short compared with 
the characteristic time for the overall process of decomposi--
tion. This last time is of the order of (10 /P)sec (the 
pressure P being measured in atmospheres) for temperature, T, 
near 1000°K, and hydrazine molar fraction, c / c , of the order 
- 2 -2 
of either unity or 10 ; that time is (10 /P)sec for c/c = 
-1 -2 
= 0(10 ). For given c./c between unity and values 0(10 ), 
2 
the overall time at T - 800°K is about 3 0 times larger than 
the overall time at 1000°K. 
We have found explicit expressions (see Sees. 3 and 2) 
for the rate of decomposition of hydrazine |w |, and the sto-
ichiometric coefficient 3, in the overall reaction 
N 2H 4 •+ 2(1-B)NH3 + 3N2 + (3&-l)H2 
Once 3 is known, the heat of decomposition can be found from 
thermodynamic tables. At either 800 or 1000°K the expressions 
for w. (and 3) change in form when c/c decreases from unity 
-1 -2 
down to values 0(10 ) and 0(10 ) ; we have shown however that 
the expressions for the different ranges of c/c match smooth-
ly. Furthermore, it may be verified that for given 0(c / c ) , the 
expressions for w\ (and 3) at T - 800°K and T ~ 1000°K match 
smoothly each other at intermediate temperatures . Thus it is 
possible to write down patched formulae for w.. and 3S valid 
for, say, 750°K < T < 1050°K and 1 > c/c > 10~ 3. It should be 
noticed however that such formulae are quite complex and 
Compare Eqs.(9), (13)-(15), (18) and (19) in Fee.2 with Eqs. 
C21), (22), (24)~(27) in Ser,3, respectively, Differences 
between factors 10 and 1.2x10 , 0.4b and 0.49, etc, are 
due to our having approximated factors (l-k_/k r), (1+k^/k,), 
etc. by numbers independent of T, changing slightly from the 
neighborhood of 800°K to the neighborhood of 1000°K. 
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involve errors of the order of 10 or 20%. 
It should be noticed that in an engine the combustion 
will not be isothermal since heat is evolved in the reaction. 
However if the characteristic time for temperature changes 
is large compared with the radicals relaxation times, the 
adicais will reach local equilibrium at each value of T, 
and it will be possible to make use of the results found 
above. 
21.-
Appendix 
Detailed analysis for temperature near 1000C'K 
We define 
X. 
1 
t... = k„ct 9 
k2 _ 2.5., ^3 _
 3y 
kgc P "1« " k g - E *2 " kg £ K3 K, 
4
 2 v -> 
k 9 4 k9 y 
^V 1- 5 V 10 _ 1.5V e Ko " k~~ = e Kio 
where P is measured in atm., K. = 0(1) and e = 10 ; for P 
i 
u 4.5 
of the order of 20, the case of interest here, e4/P = 0(e ' ) 
Then, as long as c does not change sensibly, Eqs. (5') become 
dX„ 1_ 
dt.. 
4
 2 5 
- K„ X, - e K„X. X, 1» 1 2 1 2 e
 K i + X 1 x 5 
1 5 1 5 2 
-e • K 6 X l X 3 + e • K 1 Q X 2 
(Al.a) 
dx2 
dt7 F - K l » X l - e 2 , 5 K 2 X l X 2 + & 2 K 4 X l X 5 + £ 3 K 5 X ^ e l , 5 K 6 X l X 3 
2 2 . -
1 , 5 1 , 5 2 
E * K 7 X 2 X 4 - E ' 2K 1 Q X 2 ( A l . b ) 
dX 3 3., „ 1 . 5 , 
dt.,. - E K5XU " e K 6 X 1 X 3 C A l . c ) 
a t T = E 2 ' 5 K 2 X 1 X 2 " E 3 K 3 X 4 " e 3 K 5 X U + e l , 5 K 6 X l X 3 + 
E 1 , 5 K 7 X 2 X 4 - elm5™B*l ~ V 5 ( A l . d ) 
dX 5
 3v Y _ - 2 , 
dt., = E K 3 X 4 " Z V'1X5 " X4X5 ( A l . e ) 
j £ = e 2 ' ; 5 K 2 X 1 X 2 + e 2 K 4 X 1 X 5 + e 1 ' ^ X ^ + e 1 ' 5 2 K 8 x J C A l . f ) 
dX 7
 3 1 . 5 . . ., „ . 1 . 5 . , „2 
dt.,. e * K 3 X 4 + E K 7 X 2 X 4 + £ K 8 \ + V5 (Al.g) 
dX 8
 3 r ,. . 1.5. 
dt.,. = e' K3 X4 + £ K7 X2 XH + 2 X4 X5 CAl.h) 
For small enough t.,., condition 
,t* dX. 
/ ( T^ )dt... 
o 
1 
dt... 
<< •x 1Ct = o) = x± CA2) 
is obviously satisfied so that 
1 1 c
 s
 c (t n 0) 1 (A3) 
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Then, eq. (Al.b, e) show that the first term in the right 
hand side of each of those eqs. is dominant. Therefore, as 
t... + 0, we may write 
2K
, x? f 
1» 1 P 
t* 
3" K l o o K 2 K 5 ( X l ) 
9,5 
KlroK2(X°) 
V 3 Kl-
.6,5 
(A4) 
2 9,5 
These simple growth laws lead to the "first" stage of the 
reaction attained when either condition (A2) is violated or 
some other term becomes comparable to the first one in the 
R.H.S. of any of eqs. (Al.b-Al.e). 
l S t Stage 
Equations (Al.b-Al.e) and (A3), (A'4) show that in this 
first stage t.,. -1 . 5 0(e ' ) , when the second term in the R.H.S 
of eqs. (Al.c) becomes comparable to the first one, Defining 
1. 5 
*1 = t we have 
X,. - X. , , 
dX 
dX 2.5 
= 2K„ X, 1» 1 P 
dX^ 
" dt~ * K 2 X 1 X 2 £ 1 
dt 
dX5 1 < 5 
- K,.X..e~-~ - K 6X 1X 3 ,, — - K3X4e 3
-= ^
X u 1' 5 5 4 
(A5) 
The asymptotic behaviour of this system for t -> « i; 
2.5 2 3,5 
X, = X° , X = 2K„„xJ V - t„ , Xu = K,MK0(X°) ~—t-" 1 1 1 P 1 ^ ~ 2V 1' P 1 
2 4 . -
0 G 2 
X 3 = ( K l c o K 2 K 5 / K 6 ) X l P ~ t l x s B I K i » K 2 K 3 c x i ) 2 r - *? CA6> 
2 n d Stage 
Eqs. (A6) show that a second stage of the reaction .is 
- 0 5 
reached for times t = 0(e ' ) when the second term in the 
R.H.S. of eq. (Al.e) becomes comparable to the first one, 
Defining t_ = t^e2 we arrive at 
dX0 o dX 
o 2 e 
Xl " Xl " dt~ ^ 2 K1~ X1 P~* " dt 
i-
 V l X 2 c » -
dX, dX, 
dt7 a K 5 V - K6X1X3£"°*5^ ° " It7 * W " Vl X5 
Notice that X„ is already in a steady-state condition, For 
t -»• » we find 
£ 2 2 £ 2 . 5 
x ! ~ x ! »» X 2 ~ 2 K l c o X i p ~ t 2 " X 4 " K 1 ^ K 2 ( X 1 ' > ~ P t 2 
3 5 
X 3 S C K 5 X U / K 6 X l ) e 1 ' 5 " X 5 a <Ki«.K2WXl V ~ *2 
r d 
3* S t a g e 
In a 3" stage the second term in the R.H.S. of eq.(Al.b) 
and the last term of eq(Al.e) become simultaneously dominant 
2 5 
while X,. reaches steady state. Defining t„ = t...e we find 
X l * X i " d t 
dX 1 , 5 
- 2K. X. 1 ~ 1 P K 2 X 1 X 2 " d ^ B K 2 X 1 X 2 
2 5 . -
d X 3 
- V i V * ° 
A y 
S 0 5 - 0 5 - 9 5 
As t 3 -
2K„ 1.5 
Y „ y° Y 1°° e 
K 2 P 
1 , 5 
X4 * 2 K!„X i V ~ * 3 " X3 * ( K 5 V K 6 X 1 ) £ " X5 s K 3 c ; 
, th „ 
4 Stage 
A 4 stage is reached when the fourth and fifth terms, 
and the second, third, fourth, sixth and last terms in the 
R.H.S. of eqs. (Al.b, Al.d) respectively become dominant, 
while X reaches steady state, and the middle term in (Al.e) 
becomes negligeable. Defining t ~ t . , . £• we o b t a i n 
X l * X l " 
dX, 
dt~ 2K. X. £ 1°° 1 P 
K ^ X ^ " 0 - 5 * K5X4 + K 6 X 1 X 3 e - 1 - 5 ^ 0 
d X 3 - 1 5 
1*7 ~~ h \ ~ K 6 X l V ' " ° 
d t ^ * K 2 X 1 X 2 E " 0 " 5 - K 3 X * " K 5 X U + K6X iV ° '
5
 - 9Y X 2 F _ 1 ' 5 + 2 K 8 X 4 £ 
- X. X c e 
U 5 
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3 X5 -3 
dt~ ~~ K3\ ~ V 5 e - ° ' 
As t u -*• OT 
X.. - X. ,, X„ 
K-, 1.5 KCX, _ c 
K, K 2X 1 
X3 s ( K 5 X 4 / K 6 X l ) e 1 ' 5 " 
K 5 ~ K 3 1.5 1 + {1 + 
( K 5 - K 3 r 
-0.5 1/2 
-^ > , , X ~ K_ e 
th 5 Stage 
Condition (A2) is finally violated for t. 0Ce~1,5) 
when the first, second and fourth terms of (Al,a) become 
simultaneously dominant while X reaches a steady-state, Go 
ing back to dimensional variables we arrive at eqs, C7) and 
(8) of section 2. From eqs. (8) it follows that 
X 2 = 2(klro/ck2) + 2(k 5c 4/k 2 C l) 
X3 " k5 C4 / k6 Cl 
( A 7 ) 
k 5 - k 3 
2k„ 
4 k , k ~ c . 
1 + { 1 + Jlil} 
C ( k 5 " k 3 ) 
1 / 2 
27, -
using (A7) in eq, (7) of section 2 5 eqs. C9I and (10} follow, 
Eqs. (A7) yield X0 = 0(e 2), X„ - 0Ce3l, X1( = OCe3"'5) and 
JL O H 
X,. - 0(c3) then the last three eqs, in eq. C5'} become 
dc 
dt " a k2 Cl C2 + 2 k8 C4 
dc 
dt 1 * k 3 C % + k8 C4 + k9 C4 C5 
dt k 3 C C 4 + 2 k9 C4 C5 
whence eq. (13) for (3 ( H -dc„/dc. ) 
0 , 5 
A similar analysis for X = 0(e '') and 0(e), or for 
i00°K leads to the remaining results of the Chapter I, 
28,-
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CHAPTER II 
PERFECTLY STIRRED HYDRAZINE REACTOR 
Inside a continuous flow reactor with appropriate stir 
ring, conditions may be assumed homogeneous and equal to 
those holding at the exit opening (perfectly stirred reactor). 
Since the grids used in thermal hydrazine engines, to heat 
and break into drops the entering liquid hydrazine, result in 
back-flow and turbulence, those engines might be analyzed, in 
a first approximation as perfectly stirred reactors. 
I. General equations 
We shall consider two limiting cases: a short pulse re-
gime such that the wall temperature remains frozen at its ini 
tial value T and a long pulse regime or steady regime, such 
WO f r O J O J 
that T reaches equilibrium conditions. Thus a time-dependent 
w ^ 
equation for T must be considered, in order to determine its 
^ w 
final steady value. On the other hand we consider a steady 
flow for either case. A discussion of the characteristic time 
for changes in both T and the flow is carried out in Chapter 
° w 
III. 
The steady-state mass conservation equations for N H , 
ly) read 
NH , N_, H_ and liquid N-H (indexed 1 to 4 and 1L respective 
m - mY. + M.V6.W. = 0 
v 1 1 1 1 (1) 
-m.Yj + MjV^V^ (j = 2,3,U) (2) 
31.-
m mY - m 1L v C3] 
where m , m and V are the evaporation mass rate, the mass 
flow rate and the reactor volume respectively, and Y. is the 
i mass fraction inside and at the exit of the chamber. The 
stoichiometric coefficients are 
1, •2(1-0), 6. •P, (3(3-1), O ) 
From Chapter I, 3 is found to lie between about 0,40 and 
0.65 for typical pressures around 20 atm. and temperatures from, 
say, 700 to 1100°K; for temperatures above 1100°K and low 
hydrazine molar fractions, 3 = 0.5 (see references 6-8 in 
Chapter I). An approximate expression for the overall molar 
rate of production of hydrazine per unit volume w , as function 
of P, T and X , valid for temperatures lying between 700 and 
1100°K, may be taken from the analysis of Chapter 1, 
w.. 
1 . 8 x 1 0 p 
T 2 
2 ° - 8 X l 
X l + X„+51~0 e x p ( - 5 5 0 0 / T ) 
X 2 + 6 6X e x p ( - 5 5 0 0 / T ) + 1 0 3 e x p ( - 1 2 0 0 0 / T ) exp(-18000/T) (5) 
where P is measured in atmospheres and T in °K. For tempera-
tures above 1100°K and low hydrazine molar fractions (refer-
ences 6-8 of Chapter I), 
PX 
-1,9 x 1 0 1 ? _-i exo(-27500/T) C6) 
32 .--
The energy balance equation reads 
mh 1L 
m 
4 hi hlL 
i = l l M . 1L II 
i 1 
+ Q C7) 
where h stands for molar enthalpy and h.T is the molar en-
CJ
 1L 
thalpy of liquid hydrazine at the entrance. The external 
heating rate of the mixture within the combustion chamber, 
Q, may be written as 
Q = K(T - T) 
w 
C8) 
where T is a mean temperature of grids and chamber walls 
w 
The energy equation for walls and grids is 
dT 
w 
'w dt KCT w 
T)-o A T 
w w w 
C9) 
where C is their heat capacity; Q, is the constant power in-
w vh ,, 
put provided by the heater element and a A T is the power r r J
 w w w 
assumed to be radiated to the vacuum by a surface of aera A 
J
 w 
and emissivity a . If, however, the chamber is shielded by an 
w 
external heat shield, energy equations for both shield and 
walls should be considered instead of (9) 
dT 
< 
:s dt" 
CT A T 
s S i 
(10a) 
C 
dT 
'w dt" Q, - K(T 
h "v 
(10b) 
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where C and T are the shield heat capacity and tempera-
s , s 
ture, and Q (T , T ) is the power lost by rhe chamber to the 
s s w 
shield. In steady-state, before the opening of the control 
valve (t<0), the heating term Q is missing and we have from 
(9) and (10) respectively. 
T = T
 n = (Q, /a A ) w wo h w w 
1/4 . 1/4 
Cii) 
Q (T , T ) = a A T 
s so wo s s so 
T ^ T a Q 
wo so 
1/4 
h (12) 
Equation (9) may then be rewritten as 
d T 
C j ~ = Qv, (1--1'VT ) - K(T - T) 
w dt h w wo w (9') 
II. Nondimensional variables and parameters 
From eqs. (1) to (3) we find 
Y„ _ = 1 - m /m 1L v (13) 
Yd = m v / m + ( H 1 V W 1 / n i ) 6 j ( 1 4 ) 
M l 
J 
(15) 
Since 
1 ZY .hi, / M . 
i 1 x 
( 1 6 ) 
3 U . ~ 
e q u a t i o n s ( 1 4 ) a n d ( 1 5 ) y i e l d 
X, = Cm + M . V W . ) / ( m t M . V W . E 5 . ) , E 6 . = - 2 0 ( 1 7 ) 
1 V ± J- v l J. 1 1 
a n d u s i n g e q u a t i o n s ( 1 3 ) - ( 1 5 ) , e q u a t i o n s ( 7 ) b e c o m e s 
M.K(T - T ) M,VW. m 
« + h .
 T - • l h . 6 . - -— h . - Y . _ h . . = 0 , 
m 1L m l i m l l L l L 
( 1 8 ) 
Defining now 
Q = £<5 .h . (19) 
which is the molar heat of reaction at constant pressure, 
we finally get 
M. VM. M„K(T -T) h. -h^T h. -h. _ m 1 1 _ 1 w _ 1 1L 1 1L , . _ v.. 
ra mQ Q Q ^ m (20) 
For Q we have 
Q =
 ^ ( N ^ ) - 2 ( 1 ^ ) A H ? ( N H 3 ) 
where AH,.(T) is the heat of formation, which can be taken 
from tables in reference 1; for 0.40<f3<0,65 and 700° K<T<1400°K 
we find 
Q = 35 Kcal 
mole ' 
within an error of about 3% or les: 
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For h -h we have from Fig. 1 
V T ) - hlL ( T G ) S hD " hA ^ hC - hB = L<2 + / e C p d T C 21 > 
where L is the heat of vaporization at the entrance temper-
ature T and C is the hydrazine molar heat capacity; in (21) 
we have neglected both h -h (because the liquid molar vol-
ume and the coefficient of thermal expansion are very small) 
and h -h (which is exactly zero for an ideal gas). 
Under conditions to be determined in the next chapter 
we may set 
m 
m 
(22) 
Then, defining 
a = 
M, K 
1 
mC 
pm 
(23) 
C T 
pm C2H) 
we write equation (20) in the form 
m (0-1) (' w 
) + + (e-e ) (25) 
where the last term in (21) has been approximated by 
C (T-T ). Here C is an appropriate middle value of the pm p m t i t 
hydrazine molar heat capacitv at constant pressure C ; choos 
Cgl P 
tng C - C (730°K) ~ 20.3 -—-1— the error in the apnroxi-pm p mole 
mation for equation (21) does not exceed 5% if, say, c> 5 
(smaller values of a will later be shown unacceptable). 
36 . -
Finally equations (17) and (25) become 
M vw e l-x 
3 Xf(Xlfe)exp(- ^ ) = ^ m 3X, 
C26) 
Af(X ,6)exp(- --) = c(0-9 ) <27) 
where 
6 -ee+Le/Q 
w 
w 
(28) 
and 23 will be taken equal to unity, 
If equation (5) is used we have 
\ = X = 
10 2 2 1.8x10 P K VC 1 pm 
mQ 
19 . 4x10 
V(cm ) 
m(g/s) 
P(atm) 
a a 
10.4 , (29) 
f = f= — (X? + 
0. 8X. 
Q2 1 X +510exp(-3.2/e) X +66X exp(-3.2/9)+ 
--1 
+10 exp(-6.9/Q) 
similarly, from Eq(6) 
3 7-. -
PM^VC 
1 -
mQ 
A=^1.9X1012 _JL-£E
 B 3.5^1010 l ^ U . p C d t w l , 
-mCg/s) 
e = 0 - 1 6 , f = f = x„/e 
a a l 
Equation (9') may now be written a: 
C30} 
de 
\ 
ds 
=
 C(i _ _JL_) - (a 
wo 
1) (6 -0) 
W 
(31) 
where 
e ~ 
1 h 
m 
raC 
>m 
M 1 w 
C32) 
Equations (26)-(28) and (31) yield X., G and 0 as function: 
l w 
o f A . a , 0 , e , 9 a n d s 
wo 
III. Frozen wall temperature 
Consider first a pulse of duration T such that 
M „C 1 w 
T < < — mC 
(33) 
pm 
Then s << 1 during the entire pulse, and therefore (a) 
(a ) 
As shown in the next chapter, Eq.(3H) is valid under con-
dition (33) even though a will usually be: large (c, on the con-
trary, is usually small for typical engines). 
3 8.-
w wo 
C3H) 
Then Eqs. C26)-(28) yield X and 6 as functions of A, a , 
e 6 and 6 . The molar fraction X. lies between 0 (total 
wo 1 v 
combustion) and 1 (no combustion); the respective values 
of 0 are G +cr tnd 6 where now 
e -ee+Le/Q 
wo ^ 
wo 
(35) 
Figure 2a represents X versus X for several values of 
a(5,10,20,40,») and T =700°K. Values of a less than about 
wo 
5 need not be considered since then T HQ8 /C would not 
pm 
be larger than the boiling temperature. On the other hand, 
* -1 for a above 5, the maximum temperature, (9 +o " )Q/C , is 
'
 r
 * pm 
about 1000°K or less, if T does not exceed 900°K, Thus, in 
wo 
drawing Fig. 2a and following, we have used Eq,(29). Finally 
e T has been set equal to 300°K; some results for different 
T are given at the end of the chapter. 
It may be noticed that all curves in Fig. 2a cross 
one another at an unique point. To understand this, notice 
that, from Eqs. (26), (27) and (35) 
e L 1-X, 0 -9 + ~ 
* =
 o(9-e + -£2 1__ ) 
1+X.. wo a 
C36) 
Thus for 9=6 , 
wo 
e Te 
X = _ wo. 0 _ ( } 
1
 1 + ( e ~ 9
e
 + hi) cr wo 
Q 
C37a) 
3 3.-
\ = 
o -ee+ h 
wo Q 
f{x (e ),e } 
cr wo ' wo 
e*pCe /e )HA • (e ) . 
a wo cr wo 
C37b) 
It may also be noticed that curves X.(A) change in shape 
with a, 
for large enough a, X, decreases monotonically with 
increasing A. As o decreases, however, a value 0. (about 
20) is reached for which X (A) presents an inflexion point 
below a. _, A(X.) presents both a minimum and a maximum anc 
m f 1 
these values get farther apart as a decreases, 
Figure 2b represents 0 versus A for T =700°K, T = 
b
 ^ wc ' 
:300°K and 0 = 5 ,1 0 , 2 0 , 40 ,<*>. As in Fig. 2a all curves cross 
one another at a point {6=9 
(36), 
wo 
A = A (6 )}. Moreover, from 
cr wo 
d9 
dX. 
•2a 
d+x1) 
4 0 cT0 
dX? 
4a -1 
(i+x1)' 
4 0 
it follows that 6(A,a) and X (A,a) present maxima and minima 
simultaneously and that, for a > a. _, 6 increases monotonica J
 ' inf 
ly with a. Also, from (35) we have 
->• 0 , 0 + a -> 0 
_ wo wo 
(A,a) collapses to 0=6 
as a -> «>; thus, as seen in Fig, 2b, 
wo 
as 0 •> », 
Figures 3a to 6a represent X.(A,o) for T 
wo 
- 3 00°K and 
750,800,850 and 900°K respectively; similarly Fig: 
3b to 6b represent 6CA,a). The figures prove that the value 
of 0 . „ decreases as 0 increases, 
m f wo 
In Chapter III we will show that if a < 0. _(9 ) and r
 m f wo 
4 0.--
% lies between the above mentioned minimum and maximum, the 
actual solution will lie on the upper branch of Figs, 2a-6a 
Clower branch in Figs. 2b-*6b). Then, as seen in the figures, 
we have approximatly 
Xl B ° 
1 
if X > X (8 , a ) , where X (8 ,a) is the maximum of A . 
max w_o max wo 
while if X < A (8 ,a) we have 
max wo 
Xl * 1 
clearly A is an ignition value of X. On the other hand 
max 
if a > a. „(8 ). there is no such clear-cut criterion for inf wo ' _ _ 
ignition: one may say, however, that if X > X (8 ) the 
unburnned fraction X will not exceed 0.3 (see Figs, 2a-6a). 
X may be estimated analytically for a not too large 
max _ 
(clearly, we must have a < a . .. anyway). At X , we have 
J
 inf J max 
~ = 0 while X„ - 1 and 9 = e"; then f = 1,89~2 and Eq.(27) do 1 
becomes 
X = £i_ (e_9*) exp(^) (38) 
To first order in 8 /9 , which is small due to the large 
activation energy of the overall reaction, we find 
max 
° (9S:I|/0 ) (l + 30M/6 ) exp( - | - 1 ) , 
a a
 0-
1 .8 
(39) 
(W e 6 (1 + 9 / 0a }' (40) 
X.(X ) - l-2a 8"2/9 , 1 max a (41) 
41.-
IV. Equilibrium wall temperature 
If the pulse duration x is such that 
T >> 
1' w 
AC 
pm 
one may assume that a steady wall temperature has been reach 
ed. Then Eqs. (26)-(23) together with Eq. (31) (where dG /ds 
w 
is neglected) yield X., 0 and 6 as functions of X, a, 0 , 
1 w ' ' wo 
0 and e. We get therefore 
1-X, 
1+X, e( 
Q4 
1) + 6 + ijj- - 0 e , (42) 
WO 
Xfe 
1-X, 
T+x~ (4 3) 
_£_ ( 
o-l 
|4 
w 
wo 
1 ) (44) 
For typical values of e and for acceptable a(a>5), Eq.(44) 
gives 0 =0. Then Eqs. (42) and (43) will give X.(X) (a typ-
w 1 
ical curve obtained is shown schematically in fig,7) and 
0(X), 
Since X is a two-valued function of X, we must dis-
cuss on which branch the steady-state lies. Consider then 
the time evolution until that state is reached; that is, 
consider Eqs. (26)-(28) and (31), the initial condition being 
0 =0 (pulsed regime conditions). To simplify the discus-
w wo r b r J 
sion, neglect the first term on the right hand side of Eqs, 
(31), and (42), which represents a small correction\ then 
4 2. -
0 < c r , ^ c r >l» as given in Eqs. C 3 7 ) , satisfy Eqs, C+2) and 
C43J when using Eq. C29) [CX
 r > A ) lies on the upper branch 
in Fig. 7 for all reasonable values of 0 ~] . 
woj 
Now, let us first assume a>o . ,. (6 ). If X = X„. >x" ('9 ) 
m f wo II cr wo 
(see Fig1' 7 ) , then from Figs. 2a to 6b, 9(s~0)>9 and 
wo 
. (s = 0)<X . Consequently, first, (d6 /ds) >0(see Eq. (31)) 
l c r w s= 0 
and clearly d8 /ds will remain positive until the steady-
w 
state is reached. Since the flow remains steady as s grows 
and 0 changes, both X. and 6 are given, for each 9 , by w to ' 1 & »
 w » J 
Eqs. (26)-(28); their evolution, clearly, may be followed 
from Figs. 2a-6b, for given a and X, Then dX./d9 <0 since 
1 w 
X in Figs. 2a to 6a is a decreasing function of 9 ; thus l wo 
dX /ds<0. Therefore, since X (s=0) < X [x (s=0) lies between 
both branches (Point B of Fig, 7)j , the steady state will 
correspond to point D in the lower branch. If, on the other 
hand T=X <T (6 ), then 9(s=O)<0 and X„(s=0)>X ; now 
I cr wo wo 1 cr 
X (s = 0) lies above the upper branch in "Fig, 7 (Point C) 
while dX /ds>0, and therefore combustion will decrease until 
extinction. 
Lex now a<o . ^(9 ). It can be shown, in a way similar 
m f wo 
to that of case o>o . ..(9 ) , that if A-X__ >A (e ,a) the 
anf wo III max wo 
steady state will lie on the lower branch while if 
X=X <A (9 ), X. will increase until extinction. On the I cr wo ' 1 
other hand, if X (9 )<X 
cr wo 
X^ <X (9 .a) then X. will in-
II max wo 1 
crease until either steady state on the upper branch {_for 
X.(s = 0) below the upper branchj or extinction [for X (s = 0) 
above that branchj are reached; since, however, X (s=0) would 
be close to unity, combustion will be negligible in either 
case . 
Quantitative results for X. and 6 versus A, for several 
T (and T ), are given in Figs, 8a and 8b. Since, however, 
W O ' J O o i ? 
lower branch temperatures are too large to use Eq. (29) Cthat 
is, X ) , these figures have been computed using Eq, (30) Cthat 
H3.-
is A. 
V, Discussion of results 
The analysis carried out in sections III and IV leads 
to clear cut conclusions about the performance of thermal 
hydrazine engines. There we introducedthe- functions 
o. .(T , T S) , 
m f wo 
X (T , T 6) 
cr wo 
X (c, T , T e) 
max wo 
Let'us now define 
X. Co, T , T ) = X (T , T e ) , if c>a. _(T , T e) ign wo cr wo ' m f wo' 
= X (0, T , T 6) if c<0. ,.(T , T e ) ; 
max wo m r wo 
— • e X . is shown versus 0 for several values of T and T in ign wo 
Figs. 9. The points where the straight and curved parts of 
the lines meet, correspond to a. _ and X for each pair of 
' * m f cr r 
e *~ 
T and T values. An alternative representation of X. (0, 
wo r ign 
T , T6) is given in Figs. 10. 
wo 
Now, we showed in sections III and IV that for both 
— e 
pulsed and steady regimes, and given X, 0, T and T , if 
X>X. (0, T , T ) there is near full combustion (X.-0) while 
agn wo 1 
if X<X. the opposite conclusion follows (X.=1), Actually, ign r r 1 
for the pulsed regime the above statement is a clear cut 
e 
conclusion only for 0<o. _(T , T ) ; for 0>0 . „, a more r>re-J
 m f wo_ _ m f 
cise conclusion is that for X>X. = X , then X. is less than 
ign cr 1 
about 0.3. 
UH;-
If near full combustion occurs ( A > A . ) engine perfor-
lgn ° r 
wances -may be determined -using Figs, 2a~6b for the pulsed 
regime and Figs. 8 for the steady regime, 
Notice that for a less than about 5, X becomes extreme 
ly large, confirming that a<5 values are unaceptable. On 
the other hand, for given T and T , increasing a beyond 
'
 &
 wo 
a. ..(T , T ) is useless since then X. does not depend on 
anr ' wo ign _ 
a: a. _ is shown in Fig. 11. Finally, Fig. 12 shows X (T , m f to J i t . cr wo 
e — 
T ) (the minimum X value for ignition to occur). 
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CHAPTER III 
DISCUSSION OF TRANSIENT EFFECTS 
In order to determine the conditions for which the anal-
ysis of Chapter II is valid, we study here the transient ef-
fects that appear after the start of the engine. Wc shall be 
concerned with the vaporization process, and filling, heating 
ar.d chemical transients. 
"*• * Droplet vaporization time. 
Right at the start of the engine, vaporization of the 
droplets produced by the grids will take place in near vacuum 
Then, the rate of vaporization of a droplet of radius r and 
e l S 
temperature T is 
m. = cP (Tc) d v 
M l
 u 2 4irr 
2TTRT 6 S 
(1) 
where P is the vapor pressure and c is a constant of the order 
v
 c 
of unity. In addition 
m 
d n 3 
dt 3 " s P L 
(?) 
then 
cP \ ^ v \ / e V 2uRT 
r - r t 
s so p
 T 
where r is the initial droplet radius. Thus, the time re-
so 
quired for r to reduce to Xr (\<1) is 
^ s so 
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t ^ 
Y P y(T e) 
2irRT 
M. 
(1-Y). (3) 
Since the gas density inside the chamber will grow with 
time , a point will arrive when the mean free path will be 
smaller than ro and equation (1) will cease to be valid. The 
vaporization would be then diffusion limited. Thus if r , as 
Y 
given in equation (3), is too large, diffusion limited vapor-
ization should be considered. 
In monopropellants with large activation energies, (the 
case of hydrazine), and sufficiently high temperatures, the 
diffusion limited vaporization of droplets is greatly influ-
enced by the combustion, which occurs in a thin region close 
2 
to the surface. At lower temperatures, when combustion is 
negligible (in particular, to study ignition conditions), 
vaporization will require a longer time. Thus, to estimate a 
vaporization time we may neglect combustion and therefore 
particle diffusion, since there would be a negligible amount 
of products. Consequently, the vaporization process will be 
limited by heat conduction. 
Consider then a hydrazine droplet vaporizing in a ny-
drazine atmosphere at a given uniform pressure P (convection 
being negligible), the temperature far enough from the droplet 
q 
being T . Due to the large density ratio of condensed to 
gaseous phases, the process may be, as usually, taken to be 
quasisteady. In this case the energy equation for the gase 
ous phase reads 
m 
VT) 2 
4 7rr K 
dT 
dr m 
hlL(V CO 
where r is the distance to droplet center, T_ the temperature 
at r = r , and K the thermal conductivity of gaseous hy-
drazine. 
From equation (4) we have immediately 
M < ( T ) d T 
•T V T ) - h l L ( V 
s 
i h . d r 
Q m 
4T7r H i r r 
Defining z=T/T and 
K T , T ) 
C (T ) 
P s 
a'" M l K(T s) 
M <(T)dT 
s 
and assuming 
K ( T ) = K ( T )(T/T ) 
s s 
hl ( T )- hl (V = Cp(T-Ts) 
where C is an appropriate value of C between 
P P 
We get 
I -
T /T 
L(T ) 
C (T ) 
P s 
(/.-!) + C (T )T p s s 
-1 
thus 
M 1 K ( T ) 
'd •••''s T 7 r ~ 7 I ( T«' T s } * m , - 4 IT r 
From equations (2) and (7) we obtain 
7 5.-
p(T„)C (T ) . . 
h s p s , 2 2 . 
2M1K(Ts)l(TeeiTs) t Pso ~ V 
(8) 
then 
-
 PL ( Ts ) Cp ( Ts ) ( 1^ 2 ) rL 
Y " 2M1K(Ts)I(T<a> Ts) (9) 
where the fraction of mass vaporized is (l-y ) 
For entrance temperature T ^ 300°K, equation (3) 
gives 
t (sec) * .02 (l-y)rso(cm) (10) 
On the other hand setting T ^ T ^ 800°and T ^T ^300°K 
» wo s 
equation (9) gives 
t (sec) ^ 2.30 (1-Y )r (cm ). Y so (11) 
To estimate the numerical coefficients in equations (10) and 
(11) we set a = 1 (a simple reasonable value from kinetic 
theory)and C /C = 1.2 (a good approximation obtained from j p p 
Ref 4-); values of hydrazine properties were taken in Refs 4 
-u . . 
and 5. Clearly, for r ^ 1 0 cm or larger the vaporization 
so 
would be diffusion limited. Furthermore, for pulses as short 
-2 - 3 
as 10 sec. r should not be larger than 10 cm; thus the 
so 
injection system and the grids should be such as to break the 
liquid hydrazine into droplets of that size 
•*• * * Vaporization rate 
Equations (2) and (7) allow now to determine the condi-
tions for which the liquid mass fraction inside the chamber 
and at the exit, Y^L, is very small so that the assumption 
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m /m - 1 used in chapter II is satisfied. To this end we find 
the drop size distribution function. Let F(r , t) dr be the 
s s 
number of drops in the chamber with radii lying between r 
s 
and r + dr . Obviously F obeys a Boltzmann-like equation 
s s 
3F 
at dr 
dr 
(F _ s 
dt 
) 
3F 
(12) 
where the right-hand side represents the rate of change of F 
due to drops of size r entering the chamber (sources) or le&y_ 
ing the chamber (sink); with neither sources nor sinks, (12) 
is a continuity equation of the usual type. We have 
V9t s 
m 
m 
so 
6(r -r ) 
s so 
F_ (13) 
In the source term m is the mass of the drops "entering 
so 
the chamber" (drops produced by the grids), which all have 
radius r ; m/m is then the number of drops produced per 
SO SO r r 
unit time. We have written the sink term introducing an ap-
propriate time t , in general dependent on r . 
In steady state we obtain 
dr 
dr (F IT) - m 
m F 
6(r -r )- — 
so 
s so 
( 1 4 ) 
To solve (14) we make the approximation of taking t inde-
pendent of r • Using equation (8) we get 
s 
dr 
<; 
dt~ 
H.Kl 1 
pT C r" 
^L p ! 
(15) 
introducing now 
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g = — exp(- j-f-) (16) 
the equation for g reads 
dg -m -r 
_ -
 e x p ( — ) ,5(r _r ) 
dr ym r 2Yt s so 
s A so s 
(17) 
Since F(r >r )=0, equations (16) and (17) finally yield 
2 2 
m -r r 
, so, . s
 N exp (;r—-—)r exp -———) 
Ym ^ 2vt s r 2vt A
 so A s s 
(18) 
To obtain now the liquid mass fraction Y we notice 
1 LJ 
that the liquid mass inside the chamber is 
so 
mT = / m Fdr L / s s /o 
while the liquid mass leaving the chamber per unit time is 
;o 
m. 
YlL m m t Idr - — s s S t (19) 
Thus 
1L mt 
so 
m Fdr 
so_ 3 1 r 
s 
J Xt 
— exp i -)r exp( — )dr . (20) 
r 
s so 2*\s S 2^s S 
Defining now 
q = r /r , \i - r- / \ t 
^ s so so A s 
equation (20) becomes 
4 2 Y1L = ^exP^~lJ/2) / 1 exp(pq /2)dq; (21) 
clearly 
Y ->• 1 as y -*• •» 
J. Li 
Y -> y/5 as y -»- 0 
1 Li 
Therefore, we conclude that assumption in /ii-1 (Y„<<1) 
v 1L 
requires that y (actually y/5) be small. Now, the time for 
2 
total vaporization {t(y=0) in equation (11)} is r /2x, while 
t , according to (19), is a mechanical time: 
m L n T 
's Y..rn m 
(22) 
where m is the total mass in the chamber (liquid + gas) i we 
have 
PM, 
m T = pV = ~ V. 
Thus, for Y small 
J. Li 
Y1L = 1 - « , v / , h ~ 2 / 5 l (t = 0 ) 
s 
Condition Y„
 r << 1 reads 
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2 
r p T C / • +. • ^ • \ s o L p (vaporization time) — — —*- < 5M„ Kl 1 
PM„ v 
RTrh (mechanical time) 
3 -^ 
For V^l cm , P^20 atm, T^T (P)^500°K, m^lg/spc, r ^10 cm, 
•D S O 
we get 
Y 1 L - 1/25; 
T,(P) is the boiling temperature at pressure P, 
III. Filling stage 
To estimate a characteristic time for the filling of 
the chamber we write 
so 
V
 AT m 
dt ^ 
m , Fdr d so (23) 
neglecting the gas leaving the chamber in this stage. To 
obtain the distribution function F from equations ( J 2 ) and 
(13) we notice that for the values considered at the end of 
the last section 
m/m 'v 10 sec , 
so 
while 
3 dr 
^ t(y-0)^.02r (cm) 
r dt so 
s 
(Eq.10) 
1 dr 
s dt 
- ^ t(Y=0)-v.2.103r 2(cm 2) 
so 
-1 2 - 1 t = m/m„>10 sec 
s 1 
(Eq.ll) 
(24) 
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Thus for t << 10 sec, we may write 
__ = 6 (r -r ) 
9t m s so so 
so that 
F = m 
m 
so 
t6(r -r ). 
s so (25) 
Then, from equation (23) we obtain 
m j t d 
p =
 m~~V 2~ * 
so 
(26) 
For mean free path A less than r , that is, r
 s 
KM A /M 
p v 
equation (1) should be used for m . Then we find that 
when r ^ A 
s 
t« V/mP (T ) 
v 
1/2 
^ 10~ 5 sec (Te^30C°K) . 
Thus to determine the time for filling the chamber equa 
tion (7) must be used in (26). Setting then p=M P/Rl, 
and taking the steady state value of pressure (P^<20atm) 
and T^500°K, we arrive at 
?Vm M P 
t f = (- : ^T~) a'10 S e C 
f m , ITJ R T 
(27) 
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The value of t f is of the order of the time for droplet va-
porizat ion. 
IV. Heating transient 
To discuss the transients corresponding to gas heating 
and combustion, and wall heating, we assume here m /iii ~ 1, 
and that a steady mass flow has been reached. Then retaining 
the time derivatives in the mass conservation equations for all 
species. Equations (1) and (2) of chapter II would become 
d(mY1) 
dt m-mY„+M„V5„W„ 1 1 1 1 (28) 
d(mY . ) 
dt -mY .+M.V6 .W„ ; (j-2 ,3 ,4) (29) 
then, using mY.-N.M., N.=X„N, and Eq(16) of Chap. II, we 
get, after tedious transformatios 
M N dX. M VW 6 IS . 
_4_ ^ L = !_x + X .* (l- _ i X, ) 
m dt 1 m 6„ 1 
(30) 
Similarly the time dependent energy balance equation 
become s 
d mh" Y.h. 
-rr ZN.(h.-RT)= -~± - mZ -jj-^+K(T„-T) 
dt l i M . M. h 
(31) 
h.-RT being the molar internal energy. At constant pres' 
sure EN.RT is constant, while 
dN. h. d(mY.) 
7 , i_ _ „ _a i_ 
i dt " M . dt 
82. -
Then Eq(31) becomes 
ZN.C . dT 
1 \ P ^ __ 
1 Qm dt 
C (T-Te)+Le KM, VW.M. 
_PJB
 + _ 1 ( T _T) 1_1 Qm w m (3?) 
Defining now, as in Chap.II, 6,a,8,A,s, and 
(30) and (32) become 
Eqs 
NC dX 
w 
(33) 
IN.C . d9 
1 pi . 
— c dl =~o( 
)+Af exP(-e /e) 
w 
(34) 
and for 6 we have from Chap. II 
w
 r 
de 
ds 
= e(l J-)-(a-l)(6w-9) 
wo 
(35) 
We shall now assume 
NC 
r ^ << 1 , 
w 
(36) 
Xf(1 , 6 )e a << a (37) 
Where 6 is some value between 0 and 9 [say 6, (P)J. Equations 
WO '— D 
83.-
(33)-(35) show then that gas heating occurs in a time t, much 
h 
shorter than the time for combustion t and wall heating t . 
c w 
Clearly 
NM„ NC 
t, 'V' -T—— ( s ^ — c — ) 
mo ac 
w 
(38) 
For t/t, •> », 6 -»• 
n 
For large a , 
No 
0(l/a). Thus 
M.C 
t ^ -i-
"w mC 
pm 
(s * 1 ) , (39) 
as pointed out in chapter II section III. If furthermore, 
NC 
r ^ >> xf(i,e ) exp(-e /e ) C 'wo ^ a wo 
w 
(40) 
then t << t ; we have 
e w 
t -v 
e 
NM 
m 
xf(i,e )exp(-e /e ) 
' wo
 y
 a wo 
C+l) 
Thus under conditions (36), (37) and (40) gas heating, combu^ 
tion and wall heating occur in three succesLve stages. The 
analysis of chapter II corresponds to t >•> t and t << t 
w 
(pulsed regime) or t >> t (steady regime) 
w 
V. Chemical kinetics -transient 
To discus: ignition an the combustion stage we consider 
84.-
Eqs (33) and (34) with 8 =0 . and X =1 , 
^ w wo' 1 
ing 6 and X. in the form 1 
at s = 0 . Expand-
e = o 
* <j> 
+
 tr » (42) 
we get 
Xl = 1 
dx 
d(sC a/NC ) 
w prn 
- 6. 
2Af (1 , e")exp(—^)exp( 
e_cj> 
7\ (43) 
d<f> 
d(sC a/NC ) 
w pm 
4. + Xf(l,e")exp(-~)exp(~|r9—) 
e" e' a 
(44) 
The right hand side of Eq(44), written as 
Kl(e ^" K7^K2*> 
is positive for small If it never vanishes, <j> -*• °° as 
cC a/NC ->• °° so that expansion (42) will finally cease to be 
w pm 
valid; then crearly, there will be ignition. On the other 
hand, no ignition will occur for K.K small enough, since 
d<f>/d(sC a/NC ) will vanish at some <j> . The critical condi-Y
' w pm 
tion for1 ignition will be given by 
>-^V-o. 
K, 
K1 K2 
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t h a t i s 
K 1 K 2 
- 1 
o r 
ft ... o 
xf(i ,e )exp(-ea/e") - ~ 
which, to lowest order in 6 /6 , agrees with Eq.(39) of chap-
ter II, with the approximation f(l,9 ) - 1 .8/ *2 
These results confirm that for o<o.
 r and A<A the 
\nx max 
actual solution will lie on the lower branch in Figs. 3b-6b 
of Chap.II. Additional confirmation, is provided by checking 
that for any given A<A all points in the phase space X„, 6, JO max 1 
corresponding to this branch are nodal points. From Eqs(33) 
and (34), we write 
dX„ ZN.C . (1-X„ )-(l+X. )Afexp(-6 /6) 1 _ i pi 1 3 r a 
de NC pm -o(e-e )+Afexp(-e /e) 
a 
A, A* 
and linearize around a point in that branch, X , 6 
X„ = X. + e , 1 1 + co , ( M 5 ) 
t o o b t a i n 
d e ZN.C . 
_ x p i 
d<*> ~ NC 
pm 
x 
1 + A f e x p ( - Q / 0 ) + (1-*X. ) A f e x p ( - 9 /Q) 
1 d 
( - 2 / O K 9 / e 2 ) 
[o-Afexp(-0 / e ) ( - 2 / e ) + ( e /e")" | 
•"""• Pi P. —* 
C 6 ) 
86 
AetBu 
Ce + Dw 
where we have used the approximation f = 1.8/6 since X.. is 
close to unity and 6 is low. In a nodal point 
(A.+ D) > H(A.D-BC) >0j 
since here C = 0 and A>0 it will suffice to show that 
0<D-o i exP(-e /e)(-2/e+e /e2) 
3. 3 
a 
1-
(e-e )(e -26) 
a 
^7T 
e 
Now 8(X )satisfies Eq(38) of Chap.II, that is, the brae 
max ^ 
in Eq(47) vanishes for 0=6(X ); it is then easy to veri /s max 
that for 9<6(X ) the case for the branch here considere 
max 
the bracket is positive if 0.21 
sat isfied. 
>0 , a condition clearl 
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Chapter IV 
PLUG-FLOW HYDRAZINE REACTOR 
As an alternative model to the stirred reactor ideal-
ization carried out previously, we shall present in this 
chapter a plug-flow analysis of a hydrazine reactor; such 
analysis would, in fact, be more appropriate for some types 
of engines. 
We shall assume, in particular, that heat is con-
ducted through solid bars , from a region downstream where 
appreciable decomposition occurs, toward the chamber en-
trance. We shall also assume that the hydrazine reaches the 
bars at the temperature of a grid (T ) where it is vapor-
ized. 
I Sxeady state equations 
Let T (x) be the bars temperature and x the distance 
along the reactors from the bars origin. Then the con-
servation of energy for the gas is 
NC u 4 1 + K(T-Tn)=-QVW pra o dx B 1 (1) 
where u is the gas velocity. The conservation of energy 
o 
for the bars reads 
d i. 
dx 
•^~ 1 h(T-TB) - 0 (2) 
whore k-, is the heat conductivity of the solid and h is 
b 
90. -
the heat transfer coefficient from the gas to the solid; 
clearly conservation of energy at the interface between gas 
and solid requires that 
h = K/S„L. 
Jo 
L and S are the length and the total cross section area of is 
the bars. Finally, the conservation equation for hydrazine 
is 
d Yl N u -—- - VW„ 
o dx 1 (3) 
We have neglected upstream diffusion and gas conduction. 
We assume that the bars are thermally isolated from 
the walls. Then the boundary conditions are; 
At x = 0 
V± = 1 , T = T G dT /dx = 0 (4) 
and at 
x = L dTD/dx = 0 (5) 
Defining now rhe dimensionless variables of Chapter 11 
together with 
e = x / i / h / k . 
KM, 1 1 c 
C mL 
pin 
( 6 ) 
E q s . ( l ) - ( 3 ) b e c o m e 
6 - e B + d 2 o B / d c 2 = 0 ( / ) 
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de/d^  + v (e-e ) = j - f(Y. , e) exP (-6 /o) (8) 
dY1/d^ - £- f(Y., e)exP(-ea/e) 
CL 1 a 
(9) 
with the boundary conditions 
e(o) = eQ , Y1(O) = l , (deB/d?) = o do) 
deB/dc =o at 5 = KL = L/IC (ID 
where */£T is the Damkohler number. 
Li 
From Eqs. (7)-(9), taking into account boundary condi 
tions (10), we obtain the following general relation 
Yl + V d6B/d£ = i + e G (12) 
which may be used to calculate Y in terms of 6 and 6 . 
When this relation is substituted into Eq, (8), the re-
sulting equation together with Eq. (7) and the boundary 
conditions (10) and (11) will determine 6 ( £ ) and 8 (5). 
B 
In particular 
9L = 6(CL) and Y 1 L E y i ( ? L) 
will be determined as functions of the following parame-
ters 
9 
a 
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characteristic of the Initial temperature, the chamber length, 
the heat exchange between gas and bars, the reaction rate and 
the activation energy of the reaction. Another important 
characteristic of the reactor is the maximum temperature 
m 
and its location £ which are functions of the five param-
m 
eters mentioned above. 
We shall look in the following for the asymtotic form 
of the relations between 
'L» V m and the five parameters 
®ni £T> v> *• > 6 taking into account that u L a 
hydrazine. 
is large for 
II Asymptotic solution for large activation energies 
For sufficiently large 6 , and appropriately large 
a 
Darakoler numbers, the flow will be frozen upstream of a 
certain £ and in equilibrium for £ > E . That is 
for 5 < 5. (13a) 
and 
5 > K. (13b) 
The transition value £ of £ is a function of A, 
to be determined later. 
e t c . j 
If Eq.(13) is substituted into Eq.(12) we obtain 
iG t v d6B/d£ for £ < £t (14a) 
and 
G = 1 + 0 o + v de„/d£ for £ > £. 
b ii X 
(iHb) 
In particular we obtain in Ihi: ± i \. i r 
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6L = 1 + °G > Y1L = ° (15) 
From Eqs.(m) and (7) we obtain the equations 
d6 d^QB 
, B . , B + V _ t _ _ = 0 for S < £. 
and 
(16a) 
d9B d °B 1 + er - en + v - + r-2. = 0 
G B
 d£ d£2 
for £ > £ (16b) 
The solution of Eq.(16a) with the boundary condition 
dG_/d? = 0 at K = 0 is 
x* £ j? £ 
6B = 6G + A i e 1 - ( r 1 A 1 / r 2 ) e 2 U < 5 t > (17a) 
where 
1,2 
2 1/2 
and A is an integration constant to be determined later, 
The solution of (16b), using the boundary condition 
d eB 
j | — = 0 at I = £ L, is 
eB = i^eG+A2e - -T— e , £ > ct (17b) 
where A is an integration constant Lo be determined 
together with A by neans of the conditions that 8 and 
1 D 
d0r/dC must be continuous at S-fc, • Notice that both Y 
and the gas temperature 6 have jumps of value 1 at £-£. 
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where the chemical reaction occurs suddenly. 
The continuity of 6 and d6 /d£ at £ = £. provide the 
a a t 
relat ions. 
A ^ i A / > ^ ^
 1+A V W riA2 r2(et-5L) 
A e "( rl Ai / r2 ^ e =1 + A 2 e — r e (18a) 
and 
Vt
 4
 r25t
 4
 rl ( 5t" 5L )
 A V W 
V l 6 ~ A i r i e = A 2 r i e " A 2 r i e (18b) 
which may be used to calculate A and A explicitly as a 
function of £ , £ and v: 
/ t Ju 
r — r 2 1 
-r £ ( rr r ,2 ) UL" 5t ) 2 2^t e -1 ^ -1 
e (r -r )£ 
e 1 2 L -1 
(18c) 
2 1/2 
where clearly r -r =(4+v ) , and 
V t r2?t 
e - e 
r l ( 5 t- ? L) r 2 U -5L> 
A . e -e 
1 
(18d) 
The maximum value of the gas temperature 8 is the value of 
6 at £ = £*, while 9 =6 -1 is the value of 6 at £=£^ t t m t 
ri ?t P2 ?t 6 =1 + 0„ + v A r (e - e ) = 8^ i 1 
m G l 1 t (19) 
If we assume 8 to be known, thrn , £ vTill also be known, 
9 5.-
and the temperature of gas and bars will be given by equa-
tions (14) and (17). 
The possible solutions of this problem will be discussed 
in the last part of this Chapter. 
III. The ignition region . 
Just before £ there is a region (the ignition region) 
where the incipient effects of the chemical reaction cause 
the gas phase temperature 9 to rise above the frozen flow 
value 8 = 6 (£,)> given by Eq.(14a), by an amount of order 6 l a 
There is then a large increase in the reaction rate, leading 
to a thermal runaway of the reaction at K = K^. and equilibrium 
flow for E, > K+' 
Let us define 
e = eTU) + iKOe/ 
Y 1 = 1 - B ^ y 
(20) 
(21) 
and write 
'l<«t> (dej/dc) et (22) 
Since the thermal effect of the chemical reaction is 
small, we obtain in the first approximation the following 
equation for lp 
' a d£ 
d<J< X f ( l , ( 3 ) 
e x p ( - e / e . ) e x P { 0 . ( o - e . ) / e } = 
\f i e 
e x p ( - O a / e j e x p { — * ^ ~ ( S i ~ e t ) } ( 2 3 ) 
5 L K 
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where the Arrhenius exponent has been linearized in the way 
of Frank-Karaenetskii. 
The terra 6 0 (6 -6 ) in the Arrhenius exponent causes 
a t x t 
the reaction term to be negligible before the ignition re-
gion. The length of the ignition region is associated with 
the fact that a ,Q » .. should be of order unity in this 
T (er"e) -i 
region. Then 8 8 - 0 ^ is small (of order 6 ) and 
t i t a 
may be approximated by 
e I-o t = U - C t > e « (24) 
If we introduce the new variables 
n = Ifi9 -2 and e a(5-4 t)e-/e t (25) 
we obtain the equation 
d<j)/dc = Ee n + c ( 2 6 ) 
where 
x f ( i , e ) -e / e . 
P = 3L_
 e 
( 2 7 ) 
However E must be equal to 1 if we want the solution of Eq. 
(26), with the boundary condition n = 0 at C-+-00, to give n-»OT 
at £=0. 
Then 
1 - e ~ ^ e C (28) 
gives the rise in temperature above the frozen flow value 
associated with the chemical reaction effects. 
Condition E = 1 vields 
97. 
Af(l,6t) 
exp(-e /e.) = 
cl X 
,. = v[e W (2 
Equation (29) together with equation (19), provide the val 
ues of 0 an £ as function of 
t t iQ, v, £ , and X. 
The asymptotic analysis for this ignition region cea 
to be valid for £ so close to £ , that <j> becomes of order 
large compared with 1. The structure of the reaction re-
gion is described by the following equations (obtained fro 
(8) and (9) by neglecting the heat transfer from the bars 
against the heat released by chemical reaction): 
ff = ^-f(Y1,e)exP(-ea/e) (3 
dY. de 
d? 
thus we have 
e + Y. + l 
and therefore 
d6 T fCi+e 0,e)exp(-6 /6) 
3 
and finally 
exp(8_/6) 
d 
f(i+o -e5e7 
dG 
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the integrating constant c being chosen so that the solution 
matches with equation (28). 
IV. Ignition conditions 
Equations (19) and (29) read 
6 t = 0G + E l ( v , KL> e ) ( 3 1 ) 
fiS ) V v > « L ' ^ ) e x P ( e a / e t ) ( 3 2 ) 
where 
C =
 V ? L ( 0 < E « 1 ) 
V
 ( 4 + v 2 ) 1 / 2 
e x p ( \ V v 2 CT ( l - e ) ) - l 
e x p ( V ^ + v e£ ) - l 
; x p ( \ A + v 2 CT ) - l 
( 3 3 ) 
l + r 2 ( v ) e x p ( V4 + v 2 C T e ) e x p [ V ^ + v 2 ^ . ( 1 - e ) ] - 1 
E 2 = l + r j ( v ) : x p ( \ / 7 + v 2 5 T ) - l 
(34) 
It is easy to show that E.. is symmetric in e with respects to 
c-1/2 increasing from zero at e=0 to a maximum at e=l/2, fur-
thermore E1 < 1 everywhere and E =1 onl}' if v ->• °° and e i 1, 
e /: 0. On the other hand E decreases monotonically from 
unity at e = 0 to zero at e = 1 . 
We now substitute equation (31) in (32) and arrive at 
A U L , v, e) = ? T _ _ - ^ E 2 e x p ( 
6G + El 
(35) 
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Let us now define 
A(e = o) = 
5 L V 
f(l, B) ^ P t W (36) 
Al/2 E *(e=l/2)= 
£LvE2(e=l/2) 
f Q,6G + E1(e = l/2)J 
exp 
0G+E1(e=l/2) 
(37) 
For all e, A(e) < X 
If either £ v or v are small, E. is everywhere small, and 
A(e) decreases monotonically from A to zero as e goes from 
o 
zero to unity. On the other hand if neither £ v nor v are 
Li 
small, A(e) decreases from A to zero, presenting relative 
minimum near e = 1/2(A . ) and maximum (below A ). 
The above result, it sould be understood, does not 
imply the plainly absurd conclusion that for A > A (E, , 
O J_i 
there is no solution to Eqs.(7 )-(9 ) . Notice that as A 
approaches A from below (£."*" o)s hydrazine burning occurs 
closer and closer to the bars origin. At A=A , we have £ -0> 
to o t 
and from Sec. II , 
e U < o) 
6(5 > 0) 
V 
i + e, 
eD(5) = i + eG ; 
thus the chemical heat release and the heat transfer terms 
in Eq.(8) would be equal to each other right at the start. 
The point is the clear: for A comparable to A , the analy-
sis of Sees. II and III breaks down because there is n_o 
region enclosing the origin where chemical heat release 
may be neglected. In fact for A >> A , the heat transfer 
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terra should be neglected until burning does occur if at all; 
then from Eqs.(7)-(9) one would obtain 
dG 
at 
e /e 
a Y 2 + e i + e, e u = o) = e, (38) 
in a thin, ignition layer at the origin, while for £ > 0 
6 = 9, 1 + 6G > Yl c. (39) 
As X becomes larger and larger, the ignition width becomes 
smaller and smaller. 
The criterion to determine whether burning does or 
does not occur, is related to the width of the ignition la}/ 
er in (38) and in Sec. III. The hypothesis underlying Eqs. 
(38) and (39), and the analysis of Sees. II and III is that 
the width of the ignition layer be small compared with the 
bars length. Now, in Sec. IV that width is given by A£ ^ 1, 
so that the analysis breaks down unless 
9' 
A? ^ 
- << ?, 
a t 
or (using Eq.(29)| 
X >> 
e^exP(6a/et) 
(40) 
Equation (38) yields similarly 
X >> 
e Gex P(6 a/9 G) 
eTci.e ) Ui) 
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It is then clear that a rough criterion for burning to occur 
would be condition A > A, where 
26 
________ 
ci 
exp (42) 
with 8 >_ for A > X I see Eq.(41)~Iand 6 = e,. for A < X G o •— ^ —J t o 
[see Eq . (40)]} where 8 is a function of A through Eqs.(31) 
and (32). The factor of 2 arises from setting A£/£ = 1/2; 
although the thin ignition layer hypothesis would then not 
be valid, the criterion should give the minimum A for burning 
within a factor of 2 (or 1/2). Clearly, it is implied that 
for A < A there is no burning. 
It follows then that, given £ , \> and 8 , the neces-
LJ £J 
sary and sufficient condition for burning to occur is that 
X > Amin(5L> V> V * (43) 
om A . /A has been drawn in fig. 13. Since 8 > 6 _, fr man ... .,. fa t G 
equation (31), A (8 ) < A (6 ) , so that in all cases 
t _ 
.4 
28 
A . < A (e_) 
man G 1.88 
G V 6 G 
e (44) 
we took f(l,6) ^ 1.8/0 from equation (29) of Chapter II, 
and thus A should be used everywhere from now on. To 
obtain A . we first consider the case A > A (8_). Given 
man o G 
8_, E, and v, we let e vary from zero to unity to find the G L 
epsilon rate, and thus the minimum value of A, A . , for r
 ' man 
which 
X ( £ , v , r ) > A * ( £
 L , v . e ) , 
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making use of equation (31) for 6.(6,,, £ T, v, e ) . We then 
X b ]j , , 
notice that as 5
 T • ^  ~
y
 ° , i„, and therefore A -> A (6^) 
o b 
now, since A =A (9^) for £,.v K< !> it follows that there 
O b l /
 A 
is no special need to discuss separately the case A < A 
_ _.,. o 
(6 )(and thus neither the case A 'vA (9„)). Notice that 
b , O b 
for G I , A (G„) is less than A of chapter II, by more 
w b cr 
than an order of magnitude 
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Chapter V 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
We shall review here the results obtained in this 
report, emphasizing their practical application in a real 
case. We shall stress in particular those criteria that 
allow to decide under which conditions an electrothermal 
hydrazine engine would work. 
In Chapter I we obtained overall reaction rate and 
stoichiometry valid for relatively low temperatures (700° to 
1000°K), the condition of interest to study ignition. These 
results are only required for the quantitative analysis in 
Chaps. II and IV, and therefore need not be detailed here, 
We notice that the overall kinetics is obtained from the 
Eberstein-Glassmann scheme, and thus the quantitative results 
of Chaps. II and IV are dependent on the validity of that 
scheme (although the formal analysis there would remain valid 
for quite different overall kinetics). 
In Chapter III we studied the vaporization process and 
the transient effects developing after the start of the en-
gine assuming homogeneous conditions inside the chamber, in 
connection with the well stirred reactor model of the engine 
considered in Chapter II. We first obtained the droplet va-
porization time both in the rate limited limit 
t, . -v r (Y=o) so 
P T(T e) 
P (T6) 
v 
2nRT (1) 
and i n t h e d i f f u s i o n 1 u n i t e d l i m i t 
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.
 2 P L C T s ) C p C T s ) 
(y=o) rso 2 M . K ( T )I(T ,T ) (2) 
where r is the initial radius, M., P , p T, C and K the so 1' v' L* p 
molar mass, vapor pressure, liquid density and gas molar 
specific heat and thermal conductivity of hydrazine respec-
tively; I is a certain integral close to unity, and T is 
the entrance temperature. The dependency on T and T is 
s » 
weak; one may thus take T equal to the temperature at the 
grids and chamber walls, T , and T equal to the boiling 
w s 
temperature at the chamber pressure P. A criterion follows 
immediately:in a pulsed regime the pulsed duration T must 
satisfy 
T >> t (y = o) C3) 
where the largest of times (1) and (2) must be used; for 
- 5 
r > 10 cm, time (2) is the largest and we arrive at con-
so 
dition 
3 2 i(sec) >> 2.10 r (cm) 
so 
(3') 
having used T ^ 500°K, and T <\> T ^ 800°K 
S ' eo
 w 
Secondly, we obtained the rate of vaporization and 
thus, the liquid hydrazine mass fraction at the chamber exit, 
Y. „ . The obvious requirement Y._ << 1 leads to the condition 1L x 1L 
2_ (y = o) 
5 M„ PV " << l (u) 
fhere m is the mass flow rate and V the chamber volume. 
Next rve estimated the time required for gas filling 
of the chamber t 
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t f -
4 
3 
V 
m 
M„ P 
± 
RT~ (Y = o) 
1/2 
(5) 
again the condition 
T >> t (6) 
should be satisfied for a pulsed regime. 
A final, obvious requirement is that the wall heat 
capacity C be much larger than the heat capacity of the gas 
w 
inside the chamber, so that the grids and walls heat the gas 
without showing noticeable thermal depletion: 
PV 
RT << 1 (7) 
The main results of this Report are those contained in 
Chapters II and IV. In Chapter II a well stirred reactor 
model was considered. We discussed both, the pulsed regime 
T << 
M. C 1 w 
m C 
(8) 
and the steady regime 
T >> 
M„ C 1 w 
TO C 
(9) 
For the first case, the results derived for the hy-
drazine molar fraction and dimension less temperature (defined 
in Eq. 24 of Chap. II) at the exit, X,, and G, as functions 
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of A c VP /m, (defined in Eq. 29). T e, T and a-l« K/ih 
* wo 
(defined in Eq. 23) (.where K is the energy transfer from 
walls to gas per unit time and unit degree of temperature 
difference) are shown in Figs 2-6. From the figures we con-
e — 
cludedthat there is a function of T , T and a, called A. , 
wo ? ign 
such that if 
A > A . 
ign 
near full combustion occurs, while for 
A < A 
ign 
there is almost no combustion: A (a, T , T ) is Liven in 
ign ' w o 
figures 9 (or figures 10). Notice that for a less than about 
5, A. becomes extremely large and that there is a minimum ign 
— — e 
value of A. , called A (T , T ), which is given in Fig. 12 ign cr wo _ _ 
The minimum value of 0 for which A. = A , called a. ,(T , 
ign cr a r r wo 
T ) is given in Fig. 11. Clearly the range of interest tor a 
is 
5 < a < a . _. ; 
anf 
to increase the heat transfer, so that a > o.
 r i yields no 
1 n f 
benefits. In fact, too efficient heat transfer should be 
avoided, since assuming that burning occurs, 6 decreases as 
o increases. Obviously, A may be lowered increasing T , 
or (more weakly) T . Notice that A increases with pressure 
and volume and decreases with the mast, flow rate. 
For steady regime, X. and G are shown in Fips. 8 rs 
function of A~ « PV/m (defined in Eq. 30 of Chapter II), T 
wo 
and T^, t! e dependence on a being negligible, /'gain no, >•> full 
combustion occurs for A > A. and no c o r r b u s t i o n f o r ?<A 
i g n -ign 
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Use of the results of Figs. 2-6 and Figs. 8 allow to 
compute the thrust of the engine, for pulsed and steady re-
gimes respectively. 
In Chapter IV, we considered the hydrazine engine as 
a plug-flow reactor, as both an alternative and a complemen-
tary analysis to the study of a well-stirred reactor model 
carried out in Chapter II. This model has shown that an en-
gine working purely as' a well-stirred reactor presents seri-
ous inconvenients: the minimum value of X for burning, 
X (T , T ) may be too high to be acceptable; the strong 
cr wo to fa 
thermal coupling of walls and grids to the gas (large a) re-
quired to avoid large values of X'. leads to a low burn-out 
to
 ign 
temperature in a pulsed regime, furthermore, the large capa-
city of chamber walls required to avoid thermal depletion of 
the walls in a pulsed regime, may lead to an unacceptable 
long time for achievement of a steady regime (steady wall 
temperature) . 
In the plug-flow model we assumed a steady plug-flow 
along solid bars (thermaly isolated from the walls), that 
conduct heat from a regime downstream where burning occurs, 
to the oi-'igin upstream, where the hydrazine arrives unburned 
and. at a temperature T^ ,. 
We find that burning occurs if A > X . (T_, v£T , v) 
b
 mm G L 
where X . is given in Fig. 13; v and £T are defined in equa-
m m
 b
 ° L 
tion (6) k , S and L are the bars heat conductivity, total 
B B __ 
cross section and length respectively. We find that X . is 
to r J
 man 
at least an order of magnitude smaller than X . and for 
appropriate v and £ may be substantially smaller, We find 
Li 
also that if X > X = (?Tv0^/1.8) exp(G / 6 _ ) , there is no 
^ o L b a b 
need.for bars in the plug-flow model. In addition for a 
pulsed regime, T_ may be taken near to T , the temperature 
G wo 
mantaincd in walls and grids in the well stirred part of the 
reactor, where hydrazine is vaporized and heated, and the 
10 9.-
burn-out temperature is high; clearly the bars should have 
a low heat capacity. For a steady regime, however, part of 
the thermal energy of the burned gas living the chamber must 
be used to vaporize and heat the entering hydrazine since 
otherwise thermal depletion would lead to a lowering of T 
wo 
(and T G ) . 
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List of symbols appearing in the figures 
pn 
K 
m 
P 
P 
wo 
cr 
wo 
cr 
Middle value of the hydrazine molar heat capacity at 
constant pressure. 
Heat transfer constant between the mixture and the 
chamber. 
Mass flow rate. 
Pressure. 
Vapor pressure. 
Molar heat of reaction at constant pressure, Eq« 
(19), Chapter II. 
Temperature. 
Boiling temperature. 
Entrance temperature. 
Temperature at which the mixture leaves the well 
stirred-reactor part when there is a well stirred-
reactor followed by a plug flow; - T 
J
 r 6
 wo 
Steady state mean temperature of grid and walls 
Eq.(ll), Chapter II. 
Hydrazine molar fraction. 
Defined in Eq.(37a), Chapter II. 
Non-dimensional temperature, Eq.(24), Chapter II. 
Non-dimensional activation temperature. 
Non-dimensional temperature corresponding to T_ . 
Non-dimensional temperature corresponding to T . 
r
 wo 
Defined in Eq.(29), Chapter II, proportional to 
.2 VP 
m 
(V chamber volume). 
Minimum value of X for burning to occur defined in 
Eq.(37b). 
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X. Value of X for ignition to occur p. II. 15. 
—ign 
X Maximum value of X. 
max 
X . Minimum value of X. 
m m 
X Defined in Eq.(30), Chapter II, proportional to 
VP/m. 
V Defined in Eq.(6), Chapter IV, proportional to 
kn, S_ and L are the heat conductivity, 
m /I,-
total cross-section and length of the bars. 
£ Defined in Eq.(6), Chapter IV, proportional to 
Li 
KL 
<w1/2 
a Defined in Eq.(23), c-1 proportional to T- . 
a. j . Value of a for which X. (X) presents an inflexion 
m f 1 r 
point. 
